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A theoretical analysis and interpretation of the reported UV absorption spectra of the anti and gauche conformers
of n-tetrasilane is offered, based on the results of multistate complete active space second-order perturbation
theory (MS-CASPT2) calculations for their low-energy valence electronic excited states. A generally contracted
basis set of atomic natural orbitals (ANOs) and a ground-state geometry optimized at the second-order Mo¨ller-
Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) level by use of Dunning’s correlation-consistent triple-ú basis set (cc-
pVTZ) have been used. Six valence excited states are calculated for the anti conformer. In terms of natural
orbitals they correspond to single-electron promotions from theσ1 highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
to four σ* and twoπ* valence orbitals. Eight valence excited states are computed for the gauche conformer.
Six of these correlate with the states calculated for the anti conformer, while two are new and correspond to
single-electron promotions from theσ2 HOMO-1 to theσ1* and σ2* valence orbitals. The interpretation of
the UV absorption spectrum ofn-tetrasilane in terms of the present calculations shows strong contributions
from six valence states instead of four. The main contribution to the second band is from the gauche conformer
and involves an excitation from theσ2 HOMO-1 orbital, which was previously not emphasized. The description
of the conformational effects on the spectrum confirms the proposal that the energy of the electronic transitions
has a weak dependence on the backbone dihedral angle, while the computed intensity is strongly affected by
the conformation.

Introduction

Spectroscopic properties of polysilanes have been of consid-
erable interest because of their striking electronic absorption in
the near UV region.1 A good understanding of the electronic
spectra of the oligomers might help to understand the spectra
of the polymers and, in particular, the profound effect that the
conformation of the silicon backbone has on their optical
properties.2 It is believed that conformational changes are
responsible for the remarkable thermochromism,3 solvato-
chromism,4 and piezochromism5 of these materials. These effects
are quite noteworthy considering that the interconversion of
conformers merely involves rotations around single bonds in a
saturated structure.

Many theoretical and experimental studies have been carried
out in an effort to understand the relation between the spectral
properties and conformation of short oligosilane chains, but it
has not been resolved fully even for the shortest conformation-
ally dependent system,n-tetrasilane (n-Si4H10). Its UV absorp-
tion spectrum in cyclohexane contains a broad band with an
absorption maximum at 48 700 cm-1.6 This band was at first
assigned to Rydberg excitation by some authors7,8 and to valence
excitation by others.9,10 In a nitrogen matrix, broad bands are
observed at 49 500 and 55 600 cm-1, and photolysis followed
by UV and IR spectroscopy demonstrated directly that a mixture

of gauche and anti conformers is present.11 The former was not
found to absorb at substantially higher energies than the latter,
contrary to expectations that were common at the time1 and in
partial agreement with early calculations,9,10 which suggested
that the difference would be only 0.3-0.5 eV. The nearly
complete overlap of the absorptions of the two conformers
agreed with the proposal12 that it would be the intensity of the
low-energy excited singlet states, rather than their energy, that
should be a sensitive function of the SiSiSiSi dihedral angle.
This reinterpretation was based on the results of CIS calculations
that predicted an avoided crossing between aσσ* B state and
a σπ* B state as the dihedral angle goes from the syn to the
anti extreme. They also predicted the presence and a similar
avoided crossing of two states of A symmetry in the same
spectral region.12 Because of their very weak calculated intensity,
these would presumably be hard to observe. Similar results were
obtained later at the CASSCF level of theory.11 Additional
support for this proposal was found in the UV spectra of the
conformers of matrix-isolated permethyl-n-tetrasilane,n-Si4Me10,13

and more recently from a comparison of the absorption spectra
of a series of peralkylated tetrasilanes with constrained silicon
backbone dihedral angles,14,15 which also permitted a direct
observation of the lower of the two predicted weak transitions
into states of A symmetry.

The early theoretical studies accounted only qualitatively for
the observed conformational dependence of condensed-phase
UV absorption spectra, as the computed excitation energies were
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too high. Also, they did not entirely clarify the possible
intervention of Rydberg states in the observed condensed-phase
spectra. Indeed, in at least one of them,10 the computed lowest
Rydberg states ofn-tetrasilane were of comparable energy as
the lowest valence states. A CIS study using a large basis set
including Rydberg orbitals16 showed that the first two excited
states are of valence nature at all dihedral angles in the isolated
molecule, and that the lowest four states are of valence character
when the molecule is embedded in a rare gas cluster. The results
showed that a basis set without Rydberg functions was adequate
for the computation of the low-energy parts of the condensed-
phase spectra.

A recent MS-CASPT2 study of the anti conformer of
n-tetrasilane17 suggested that the current description11-14,16 of
its singlet-singlet valence electronic transitions requires yet
another level of refinement: six, instead of four, valence excited
states are located below the lowest Rydberg state. In the present
study, we are following up on this hint by extending our
investigations to the gauche conformer. Because of the absence
of substituents, the parentn-tetrasilane,n-Si4H10, is the ideal
system for reaching conclusive interpretations of the confor-
mational effects and also is the one for which the highest level
calculations are possible. Unfortunately, experimental work with
it is difficult. We interpret and assign the two observed
absorption bands and discuss the nature of the low-lying valence
excited states and the previously proposed assignments.

The present study also provides an additional test of the
general validity of the computational methodology that we found
necessary to obtain accurate results in our previous work on
the UV absorption spectra of trisilane18 and the anti conformer
of n-tetrasilane.17 In these papers, it was determined that the
ordinary multiconfigurational second-order perturbation theory
(CASPT2) was insufficient because of the coupling between
the different excited states. It was found that in order to obtain
accurate results the multistate complete active space second-
order perturbation (MS-CASPT2) method needs to be employed.
This treats all states of a particular symmetry class simulta-
neously, with the correlation effects on the reference function
included. The method and computational details are described
in the next section.

Computational Methods

The equilibrium geometries of the ground state of the gauche
and anti conformers ofn-tetrasilane were determined by the
second-order Mo¨ller-Plesset perturbation theory with frozen
core, MP2(fc), using Dunning’s correlation-consistent triple-ú
basis set (cc-pVTZ),19 5s2p2d1f for the silicon atoms and 3s2p1d
for the hydrogen atoms. This choice was based on a recent study
of the electronic absorption spectrum of trisilane,18 which
demonstrated its suitability and reliability for obtaining accurate
geometrical parameters for oligosilanes. The geometry of the
gauche conformer was optimized within the constraint ofC2

symmetry point group, with thez axis along theC2 symmetry
axis direction. That of the anti conformer was optimized in the
C2h group, with the silicon atoms in thexy plane and they axis
parallel to the terminal Si-Si bonds. MP2 vibrational frequen-
cies were calculated at both optimized structures to confirm that
they were minima on the potential energy surface. All these
calculations used the Gaussian 98 suite of programs.20

At the optimized geometries, electronic properties were
computed from complete active space self-consistent field
(CASSCF) wave functions employing a generally contracted
basis set of atomic natural orbitals (ANOs) obtained from
Si(17s12p5d4f)/H(8s4p) primitive sets21 by use of the
Si[6s5p2d1f]/H[3s1p] contraction scheme. The basis set did not

include Rydberg functions because of the results obtained in a
previous investigation of the anti conformer ofn-tetrasilane,16,17

which showed that even the largest differences between the
energies and oscillator strengths of the valence excited states
calculated with or without Rydberg functions in the basis set
were well within the accuracy of the method. A good description
of the valence excited states can therefore be achieved at a lower
computational cost.

The calculations for both conformers were performed within
the C2 symmetry point group to facilitate comparison. The
reference wave function and the molecular orbitals were
obtained from average CASSCF calculations, in which the
averaging included all the A and B symmetry states of interest.
All four 1s core orbitals of the silicon atoms were kept frozen
in the form determined by the ground-state SCF wave function.
The active space used in all calculations was (5,4), where we
specify the numbers of active orbitals belonging to the irreduc-
ible representations of theC2 point group a and b, respectively.
These were chosen so as to include theσ andσ* Si-Si bond
orbitals and theπ* Si-H bond orbitals, based on our previous
experience with CASPT2 calculation of the electronic spectrum
of the anti conformer ofn-tetrasilane.17 In all calculations the
number of active electrons was set to six, which corresponds
to the three Si-Si bonds of theσ-conjugated system of the
molecule.

To account for the remaining dynamical correlation effects,
single-state second-order perturbation theory with a multi-
configurational reference state, the CASPT2 approach,22 was
used. This method calculates the first-order wave function and
the second-order energy with a CASSCF23 wave function as
the reference. The coupling of the CASSCF wave functions by
dynamic correlation was evaluated by the extended multistate
CASPT2 (MS-CASPT2) method.24 In the MS-CASPT2 ap-
proach an effective Hamiltonian is computed perturbatively and
diagonalized within a multidimensional reference space, permit-
ting the state-average CASSCF states to interact. This allows a
simultaneous treatment of all states of a particular symmetry
class, including the correlation effects on the reference functions.
As a consequence, the MS-CASPT2 method provides an
accurate description of the electronic states in cases where
several states of the same symmetry need to be treated
simultaneously, as is the case in spectroscopic applications. The
MS-CASPT2 method gave good results for the anti conformer
of n-tetrasilane17 and trisilane,18 where average CASSCF
calculations introduced artifactual valence-Rydberg mixing. We
expect to find a similar situation in this study and think that
the MS-CASPT2 method will be able to remove the possible
erratic mixing due to the presence of somewhat diffuse
polarization functions. Additional intruder states weakly inter-
acting with the reference CASSCF wave function were handled
by the level shift technique.25 A level shift of 0.05 au has been
used in all calculations in order to remove all intruder-state
problems, without affecting the excitation energies by more than
0.1 eV.

The CASSCF state interaction (CASSI) method was em-
ployed to compute the transition dipole moments, which were
combined with MS-CASPT2 energy differences to obtain the
oscillator strengths. The MS-CASPT2 oscillator strength were
obtained by use of the perturbation-modified CAS (PMCAS)
reference functions24 obtained as linear combinations of all CAS
states involved in the MS-CASPT2 calculation. This procedure
has been well established in the study of electronic excitation
spectra of oligosilanes.17,18The MS-CASPT2 calculations were
performed with the MOLCAS-5 quantum chemistry software.26
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Results

For both the anti and gauche conformers ofn-tetrasilane,
Table 1 shows an agreement between the optimized geometrical
parameters calculated for the ground-state structure and those
deduced from gas electron diffraction,27 within 0.015 Å for bond
lengths and within 2.5° for bond angles. The results for the anti
conformer compare very well with our previously computed
values16 but are in even better agreement with the experimental
data. The results for both conformers also agree well with those
of other earlier calculations.28,29 The value of 57.5° calculated
for the SiSiSiSi dihedral angle for the gauche conformer lies
within the experimental error of the observed value, 44° ( 13°.27

Even the experimental and calculated values for the long
nonbonded distance between the two terminal silicon atoms
agree well for both the anti (5.885 and 5.953 Å, respectively)
and gauche (4.249 and 4.472 Å, respectively) conformers. The
good agreement between calculated and experimental data
indicates that the computational level allows an accurate
description of these molecules and reinforces our previous
conclusions18 concerning the reliability of the geometrical
parameters obtained at the MP2/cc-pVTZ level for oligosilanes.

Table 2 collects the vertical excitation energies of the singlet
valence states of the gauche and anti conformers ofn-tetrasilane
calculated at the MS-CASPT2 level, together with their respec-
tive oscillator strengths and the results of our previous calcula-
tions on the anti conformer.17 In our previous study of the anti
conformer ofn-tetrasilane we found six valence excited states
below the lowest Rydberg transition, located at 7.40 eV. The
first ionization potentials of the anti and gauche conformers
calculated at the CASPT2 level are 9.37 and 9.57 eV,
respectively. Then, we conclude that the lowest Rydberg
transition of the gauche conformer must be located above 7.40
eV. Since the reported UV absorption spectrum ofn-tetrasilane
shows two main bands with maxima at 49 500 cm-1 (6.14 eV)
and 55 600 cm-1 (6.89 eV), Table 2 includes the energies of
the lowest six valence states computed for the anti conformer
and the lowest eight valence states of the gauche conformer,
which must be primarily responsible for the two observed bands.
We have recomputed the energies and oscillator strengths of
the anti conformer at the improved geometry and with the
present larger basis set in order to provide a consistent
comparison with the energies calculated for the gauche con-
former.

The Anti Conformer. The properties of the anti conformer
computed previously17 by use of the MP2(fc)/MC-311G*
optimized geometry and the Si[6s5p2d]/H[2s1p] ANO-type basis
set and those calculated now with the MP2(fc)/cc-pVTZ
optimized geometry and the Si[6s5p2d1f]/H[3s1p] ANO-type
basis set are quite similar (Table 2), demonstrating the stability

of the procedure used. The main difference is that the present
calculations locate the states about 0.2 eV lower in energy,
except for the excitation energies of the two Ag states, which
are almost identical in both approaches. The maximum differ-
ence between the energies of the excited states in the two
calculations is observed for the 21Bu state (0.24 eV). The
oscillator strengths and transition moment directions of transi-
tions that have significant intensity are nearly the same in both
calculations. The transition into the 11Bu state is polarized
approximately along the Si(1)Si(4) line, and that into the 21Bu

state, approximately along the Si(2)Si(3) line. The reduction of
the lowest excitation energy from the previously calculated value
of 6.36 eV17 to the present value of 6.15 eV brings it into better
agreement with the experimental value of 6.14 eV. Clearly, the
use of the MP2/cc-pVTZ geometry in conjunction with the
Si[6s5p2d1f]/H[3s1p] ANO-type basis set is superior, confirm-
ing the observations made previously in the study of trisilane.18

As noted in our previous paper,17 the description provided
by the MS-CASPT2 method for electronic excitations inanti-
n-tetrasilane differs in two ways from that obtained previously
at lower levels of theory. First, calculations by the CIS12,16and
CASSCF11 methods provided an only qualitatively correct
description of the observed spectra and yielded excitation
energies that were too high. Second, they predicted only two A
and two B symmetry states of valence nature, whereas the MS-
CASPT2 method assigns valence character to the lowest six
excited states. Four are the same as before; one of the additional
states is of A and the other of B symmetry. The differences are
attributable to the lack of dynamic correlation and to the
valence-Rydberg mixing that occur at the CASSCF and CIS
levels, but they are rectified at the MS-CASPT2 level.

The Gauche Conformer.Results for the lowest eight valence
excited states are shown in Table 2, to include the six that
correlate with the valence states calculated for the anti con-
former. Four states are of A and four of B symmetry, and three
states of each symmetry correlate with those of the anti
conformer. Both additional states are due to excitation from the
HOMO-1. The differences between the excitation energies
calculated for both conformers are very small, and the first
transition in the gauche conformer lies only 0.07 eV above that
of the anti conformer. All the states are computed to lie in a
narrow energy interval of less than 1 eV, 6.22-7.09 eV for the
gauche, and 6.15-6.93 eV for the anti conformer. There are
two significant differences with respect to the main features
observed for the anti conformer, and they are related to the
calculated oscillator strengths and to the NOs of the excited
states. In the gauche conformer, all electronic transitions are
dipole-allowed, while in the anti form, only three are. In the
former, four transitions have large oscillator strength, instead
of only two in the latter. All the states of the gauche form are
located in two well-defined energy regions, one at 6.2-6.3 eV
and the other at 6.7-6.9 eV. The transition moments into the
B states tend to cluster around the directions of the Si(2)Si(3)
and Si(1)Si(4) lines.

The first electronic transition (into the 11B state) occurs at
6.22 eV and is one of the two most strongly allowed, with an
oscillator strength of about 0.4. Even so, its intensity is less
than half that calculated for the first electronic transition in the
anti conformer (into the 11Bu state). The second excited state
(21A) is very close in energy to the 11B state and carries
negligible oscillator strength.

The next electronic transition, from the ground state to the
21B excited state, is the first that belongs to the group located
around 6.8 eV. It is calculated to lie at 6.71 eV and has a

TABLE 1: MP2(fc)/cc-pVTZ Optimized Ground-State
Geometry for the Anti (C2h) and Gauche (C2) Conformers of
n-Tetrasilane

parametera anti gauche expb

rSi(1)Si(2) 2.350 2.351 2.335(3)
rSi(2)Si(3) 2.350 2.350 2.340(3)
rSi(1)Si(3) 3.868 3.843 3.820(5)
rSi(1)Si(4) 5.953 4.472 5.884(7)c; 4.248(8)d

rSi(1)H(1) 1.481 1.481 1.473(3)
rSi(2)H(2) 1.484 1.484 1.477(2)
∠Si(1)Si(2)Si(3) 110.8 109.7 109.6(2)
∠Si(2)Si(1)H(1) 110.8 109.7 111.9(9)
∠Si(1)Si(2)Si(3)Si(4) 180 57.5 180c; 44(13)d

a Distances are given in angstroms, and angles are given in degrees.
b From ref 27.c Anti conformer.d Gauche conformer.
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significant oscillator strength of 0.15. A transition into the 31A
state follows at 6.79 eV, with a very small oscillator strength.
The next electronic transition is to a B state (31B) and has a
very similar excitation energy (6.79 eV). It is one of the two
most strongly allowed, with an oscillator strength of about 0.4.
This is the first electronic excitation originating from the
HOMO-1. The last member of this group of three states is the
41A, located at 6.88 eV and carrying an oscillator strength of
about 0.15. The last two electronic transitions are to the 51A
and 41B states, located at 6.91 and 7.09 eV, respectively, and
have very small oscillator strength. The transition into the 51A
state is the other excitation that originates in the HOMO-1.

Discussion

Comparison with Experiment. To compare the calculated
and observed spectra, information is needed about the ratio of
the two conformers in the observed sample. Statistically, the
gauche conformer is favored by a factor of 2. A gas-phase
electron diffraction study ofn-Si4H10 indicates that at room
temperature the gas consists of a 1:2 mixture of the anti and
gauche conformers.27 MP2 calculations11,29 also suggest a
negligible energy difference between them. However, in the
nitrogen matrix, the anti conformer is clearly somewhat more
stable than the gauche,11 presumably because the less compact
anti form benefits from differential stabilization by inter-
molecular van der Waals attractions. In the absence of more
reliable information, we shall assume that the amounts of the
two conformers in the matrix are equal.

Figure 1 compares the UV absorption spectrum of the initially
depositedn-tetrasilane in N2 matrix at 12 K, with its two bands
at 49 500 cm-1 (6.14 eV) and at 55 600 cm-1 (6.89 eV),11 with
a simulation obtained from the MS-CASPT2 calculations,
neglecting solvent effects and assuming the spectral line shapes
to be Gaussian functions with a full width at half-maximum of
0.3 eV, the same as we used in our treatment of the UV spectrum
of trisilane.18 The contributions of the two conformers are also
shown separately. The agreement of the experimental and the
computed spectrum is remarkable with respect to both the
absolute position and the relative intensities of the two absorp-
tion bands (note that a strongly sloping baseline due to light
scattering by the matrix has not been subtracted from the
measured spectrum). The excellent agreement permits us to
propose an interpretation of both observed bands.

The first band is mainly due to two electronic transitions,
one from each conformer. The dominant one is the very strongly
allowed excitation of the anti conformer to its 11Bu valence state
located at 6.15 eV. The minor one is the about 2.5 times weaker
excitation of the gauche conformer to its 11B valence state,
computed to lie at 6.22 eV. The other two electronic transitions

that occur in this region, into the valence 21A (gauche) and 11Au

(anti) states, are extremely weakly allowed and make an entirely
negligible contribution to the observed band.

The second UV absorption band is due to a superposition of
four transitions, one in the anti conformer and three in the
gauche. The main contributor to the band is the quite strongly
allowed electronic transition into the 31B valence state of the
gauche conformer at 6.79 eV. This transition is calculated to
originate in excitation of an electron from the HOMO-1 and
has not been emphasized before in theoretical studies of the
conformational dependence of the electronic states ofn-
tetrasilane.11,16 The other three contributions to the band are
from the 21Bu state of the anti conformer, located at 6.68 eV,
and from the 21B and 41A states of the gauche conformer,
computed at 6.71 and 6.88 eV, respectively. These three
electronic transitions have very similar oscillator strengths, about
3 times smaller than that carried by the 31B state of the gauche
conformer.

To summarize, the lower energy band is primarily due to
electronic excitation of the anti conformer, with a significant
contribution from the gauche conformer, and the higher energy
band is mainly due to excitation of the gauche conformer, with
some contribution from the anti conformer. This conclusion is
in perfect agreement with the photochemical studies, which
showed that irradiation into either band decomposes both
conformers. This is true even of irradiation into the red edge of
the first observed absorption band at 46 770 cm-1, making it
clear that the difference in the first excitation energies of the
two conformers is very small. However, the destruction occurs
to unequal degrees: irradiation at 46 770 or 48 500 cm-1 (the

TABLE 2: MS-CASPT2 Vertical Excitation Energies (E), Oscillator Strengths (f), and Polarization Directions (r) of Electronic
Transitions in Anti and Gauche Conformers of n-Tetrasilane

gauche anti antia

state E (eV) f Rb (deg) state E (eV) f Rb (deg) E (eV) f Rb (deg)

11B (σ1 f σ1*) 6.22 0.412 19 11Bu (σ1 f σ1*) 6.15 1.027 35 6.36 1.175 37
21A (σ1 f σ2*) 6.33 0.040 11Au (σ1 f π1*) 6.47 0.014 6.66 0.002
21B (σ1 f π2*) 6.71 0.150 -14 21Ag (σ1 f σ2*) 6.62 0 6.68 0
31A (σ1 f π1*) 6.79 0.0001 21Bu (σ1 f σ3*) 6.68 0.141 -35 6.92 0.165 -17
31B (σ2 f σ2*) 6.79 0.422 12 31Ag (σ1 f σ4*) 6.87 0 6.96 0
41A (σ1 f σ4*) 6.88 0.154 11Bg (σ1 f π2*) 6.93 0 7.12 0
51A (σ2 f σ1*) 6.91 0.003
41B (σ1 f σ3*) 7.09 0.068 41

a From ref 17.b The angle between the transition moment and the direction of the central Si(2)Si(3) bond, both located in thexy plane; taken
positive if the moment is inclined toward the projection of the Si(1)Si(4) line into thexy plane (in the anti conformer, these atoms lie in thexy
plane). Transition moments into states of A and Au symmetries lie in thez axis.

Figure 1. MS-CASPT2 simulation of the contributions of the low-
energy valence states to the absorption spectrum ofn-tetrasilane
(- ‚ - ‚ -), vacuum ultraviolet absorption spectrum (s),11 and con-
tributions from the anti (‚‚‚‚) and gauche (- - -) conformers. A full
width at half-maximum of 0.3 eV has been assumed.
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first band) destroys mostly the anti conformer, and irradiation
at 54 080 cm-1 (the second band) destroys mostly the gauche
conformer.

Natural Orbital Analysis. For the anti conformer, the
presently obtained natural orbitals of the PMCAS wave functions
obtained for the ground and excited states (Figure 2) are very
similar to those obtained previously17 at the MS-CASPT2 level.
All the excited states are well represented as one-electron
promotions from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO),
of ag symmetry, into various virtual orbitals. The occupation
numbers for both the starting and the terminating NOs of the
electronic transitions are close to unity. The NOs look like those
anticipated from Hu¨ckel theory and do not resemble low-lying
virtual SCF orbitals, which contain large diffuse contributions.
To display more clearly the nodal properties of theσ* NOs,
they are shown in panel b of Figure 2 in a different perspective
and with a different choice of the isodensity surface. The only
appreciable difference between the NOs displayed in Figure 2
and the ones shown in our previous study is related to the 21Ag

and 31Ag states. In the previous work, these were contaminated
by Rydberg contributions or mixed together due to the inclusion
of Rydberg functions in the basis set. Now, they more clearly
display the anticipated nodal properties.

The natural orbitals of the PMCAS wave functions obtained
for the ground and excited states of the gauche conformer are
shown in Figure 3. All the excited states again result from one-
electron promotions into different virtual orbitals. Six of these
are from the HOMO, of a symmetry, and two from the HOMO-
1, of b symmetry. The occupation numbers are close to unity
for both NOs. The HOMO and HOMO-1 orbitals are visually
indistinguishable from the corresponding orbitals obtained from
closed-shell Hartree-Fock calculations and have the nodal
properties expected from Hu¨ckel considerations, as do the virtual
orbitals. Theσ* NOs obtained for the 11B and 21A states, which
correspond to the first two excitations from the HOMO, cannot

be distinguished visually from those obtained for the 51A and
31B states, respectively, which correspond to the first two
electronic transitions from the HOMO-1.

The increased participation of the HOMO-1 in low-energy
electronic transitions in the gauche conformer relative to the
anti conformer is due to the increase in the energy of this orbital
as the SiSiSiSi dihedral angle is reduced. This is well docu-
mented both by computations for tetrasilane29,30and by experi-
ments on conformationally fixed alkylated tetrasilanes.31 In
simple Hückel terms, it is attributable to vicinal interactions,
as formalized in the ladder C model ofσ delocalization.12,32

Although the symbolsσ andπ are not strictly applicable to
a molecule without a plane of symmetry, they are still applicable
qualitatively, and we have marked the NOs shown in Figure 3
accordingly. Note that the polarization direction of theσ f π*
transition into the 21B state is distinctly different from those of
theσ f σ* transitions into the 11B and 31B states. The moment
of the σ f σ* transition into the 41B state, which deviates in
the opposite direction, is very small and its direction may not
be reliable. The similarity between the NOs and the qualitatively
anticipated Hu¨ckel orbitals is intuitively satisfying but it also
suggests that it might be possible to find a simple semiempirical
parametrization of the excitation energies in oligosilanes, which
might be useful for understanding the intriguing optical proper-
ties of polysilanes.

Conclusions

The results obtained in this study show that the general picture
of the electronic excited states ofn-tetrasilane is more compli-
cated than was previously assumed on the basis of lower level
ab initio methods. The lowest six and eight excited states of
the anti and gauche conformers, respectively, are of valence
character, confirming the recent findings for the anti con-
former.17 The current interpretation of the two observed UV
absorption bands represents a modification of the previous
one,11-14,16as now there are six valence excited states from the
anti and eight from the gauche conformer that contribute to the
observed spectrum, instead of four from each. The most

Figure 2. Natural orbitals with occupation numbers close to unity
obtained from the perturbation-modified CAS (PMCAS) wave functions
of the valence-excited states ofanti-n-tetrasilane. (a) All important NOs
(isodensity surface value of 0.02). (b) View of theσ* NOs along the
z axis (isodensity surface value of 0.015).

Figure 3. Natural orbitals with occupation numbers close to unity
obtained from the perturbation-modified CAS (PMCAS) wave functions
of the valence-excited states ofgauche-n-tetrasilane from the HOMO
(boldface type) and HOMO-1 (outlined type) to the valence natural
orbitals. The isodensity surface value for all the orbitals is 0.02.
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significant difference in the assignment is the present recognition
that the second intense transition of the gauche conformer
involves excitation from HOMO-1. Before, this orbital was not
considered important for the optical properties of either con-
former. The results confirm the current belief that it is the
relative transition intensity rather than energy that is remarkably
sensitive to the SiSiSiSi dihedral angle.
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